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ABSTRACT

This thesis attempts to apply Fredric ]ameson's theoretic

construct of the political unconscious in a discussion of Atwood's

novels, particularly her characterisation in The Edible Womøn, The

Høndmøid's Tale and The Cat's Eye

Jameson's concept of social reification, a central concept to his

theoretical construction, refers to the process in which social structure

entirely alienates human individuals and the modes of experiencing

life for individuals. Jameson advocates a linkage of Marxism and

psychoanalysis, since he considers individual subjects as alienated by

the social system and governed by psychological laws at the same time.

The core of ]ameson's understanding of modern subjectivity is that

social alienation is internalised and is shown through psychological

disturbances. Society thus becomes the ultimate source of the

individual's anxiety.

Atwood's characterisation interestingly reflects Jameson's stance.

Her protagonists are characterised with the bewilderment, frustration

and depression, which prevail in the contemporary West. Indeed they

are the profoundly disturbed subjects as their inner world directty

corresponds with social reification.




